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Meeting Notes
Annual C&LE Picnic
Strange Looking Diesel
Live Steam in Sangamon County
At the September meeting the President
appointed a four member committee to determine the
best way to repair or replace the backgrounds on the
Chesapeake and Lake Erie railroad.
They are not to do the work but to decide the
best way to do it. Named were; Dave Scharnhorst,
George Effrein, Gary Roe and Mac Fisher.
It appears the club trip maybe changed to the
Monticello Railroad Museum in eastern Illinois.

Party Hearty!
Once again the members of the QSME were
allowed to enjoy the hospitality of Hank and Priscilla
Murray at their home southeast of Quincy for the
annual club picnic on the last Saturday in August. It
was a great day with fine food and friendship and a
nice group on hand.. Thanks to Jeff Heine here are
some pictures from the event.

October 4th Meeting:
A decision was reached to hold clean up
sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday night before the
open house, November 6th and 7th. If more work needs
to be done we’ll use Thursday night, and Friday the 9th
will be an evening to set up for the open house.
We will continue to have Hank, Dave, Jeff H.
and Jeff U. and Fred set up in the big room.
Elaine and Al Durand are generously opening
their beautifully remodeled home for our holiday party
on Saturday night the 10th, beginning at 6:00PM. It is
in Palmyra MO., and maps will be available at the club
room that weekend. As always members are asked to
bring a covered dish. The club will furnish the meat
and soft drinks. Look for the Roundhouse gang to be
present for the evening.
Members voted to accept Mike Fletcher into
full membership. They also agreed to begin replacing
our incandescent lights with compact fluorescents.
We will make a trip to the Monticello IL
railroad Museum on September 21st and 22nd. We will
stay overnight in Decatur, contact me for the motel
deal. It’s good, just $58.00 for the night. We plan to
leave from Quincy Commons at Panera’s around
9:00AM Saturday. The trip will include a tour of the
museum, its work areas, a train ride, plus a Sunday trip
to WABTEC junction, and a limited tour of the
Norfolk Southern Dispatchers center.
Please let me or David Fredrick know if you
are interested. E-mail rrbob9@adams.net or 217-9642879 or davidfredrick@insight,net.
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Entertainment after the food

Jeff Unser, Fred Stephan, Dave Scharnhorst and
Van McCullough members of the Roundhouse
Gang. Better pictures are in your post office.

While most of us are very
pleased with the pool and the
ambience of the Murray’s back
yard, we tend to forget that just
about 30 steps from where we sit
there is a great model railroad.
It formerly belonged to
Don Meyer and was in his
basement on Maine Street. With
aid of George Effrein (he figured
out how to cut it apart so it could
be re-assembled) members of the
QSME moved the railroad in
sections to Hank’s large outbuilding.
It is all back together and
operates just fine. It is a tribute to
both Don for his fine creation,
and to Hank for keeping it going.

Strange Creature (the engine)
This is a strange looking
beast to say the least. At first
glance it looks like an old
Baldwin diesel, but wait, did you
ever see a Baldwin switcher with
a hip roof style hood? This one
has, but Baldwin’s came with flat
roofs, didn’t they? What if I tell
you that inside that cab is an
EMD control stand and an EMD
electrical system. However let’s
look at the similarities from front
to rear. That in-the-hood dual
headlight follows a Baldwin
design. Also the hand rail design
that does not extend the length of
the hood is a definite Baldwin
trait. What about the trucks?
They certainly are not “as
delivered”. They were replaced with newer roller bearing style but still look mostly “as delivered” with AAR
type B road trucks.
Okay you’re right it really is a Baldwin switcher and the strange design was requested by none other
than the U S Government. This was an Army switcher based on the Baldwin VO 660. It has also been repowered with a 600hp Caterpillar diesel.
On the subject of Baldwin diesel switchers, they did not enter the business until 1939 with the 660
horsepower and 1000 horsepower models. One note on the VO1000-s, they came with a single large stack or
four in-line smaller exhaust stacks. The head light normally extended a few inches above the front of the flat
hood in a nacelle that slanted back
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That’s our own Van
McCullough on the head end
which must mean the diesel is in
North Freedom at the MidContinent museum. But wait, MidContinent has an RS-1 that hauls
its trains while #1385 is being
renovated.
The old diesel is on loan to
the museum while the RS-1
undergoes needed servicing and a
few new parts this past summer.
The pictures were taken while Van
spent a few days earlier this year
keeping his FRA engineers’ license
up to date.
Speaking of Van he has
fully retired by ending several
years working a couple of days
each week at the Springfield hobby shop, “Trains and Treasures”. Van said both he and Yvonne wanted to be
able to go a few more places and relax some more so they both quit their part-time jobs in September.
The next newsletter will contain a report on a Motley Crew trip to Colorado and more about Van.

Sangamon County Steam
Not some far off land, but Sangamon County in central Illinois is the location for this report, thanks to
Jeff Heine.

Chessie System 2-8-0 #2101
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Jeff belongs to the C&IM chapter of the National Railway Historical Society which normally holds it’s
meetings in the wonderfully restored Chatham IL. Depot. That is a story in itself, but recently the chapter was
invited to the home of Ray Drendel who lives near the village of Glenarm off I55 south of Springfield. As Jeff
put it, he operates ‘a backyard layout’. And this ain’t no G scale stuff
It is a 71/2 inch gauge dog bone shaped track with some sidings and storage tracks. I don’t know the
owners of all the equipment shown in the following pictures but just enjoy them and remember it is real steam
operating equipment using coal for the fires and water coursing through the steam tubes. And all because some
talented people wanted to keep the memories of live steam alive.

Note the turntable and roundhouse at left. Yes the F unit is not steam.
Yes they are big enough to
handle passengers if you don’t
mind riding in a gondola or on the
tender. This engine 209 and I can’t
determine the wheel arrangement
but it is certainly an attractive
steamer.
I remember riding one
these size engines with Dave Irick
in Phoenix and I thought I was
never going to be able to un-kink
my legs, I also weighed 50 pounds
more at that time.
Incidentally if you ever get
to Phoenix there are two live steam
venues worth seeing. McCormick
Railroad Park in Phoenix and
Arizona trains out in the county.
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4-6-2 steamer on a trestle in the woods at Drendel railroad.

#209 takes the outside of the curve under a signal bridge. Thanks Jeff.
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Move one for #3007
#3007 a class S-4 steam engine operating on the Chicago Burlington and Quincy railroad was
considered one of the finest engines of steam power in the world. In 1966 then CB&Q president Louis Menk
donated #3007 to the city of Quincy. (A sister engine resides in Galesburg.) The engine was installed on a piece
of track that remained from the right-of-way of the old CB&Q main line leading to the old Mississippi River
Bridge at the north end of Quinsippi Island. This picture was on a postcard created by Quincy photographer Ray
White. It is no longer for sale.

CB&Q Class S-4 #3007 with barge tow and new CB&Q Railroad Bridge at right
I am devoting this section to the first movement of #3007 after the Quincy Park District decided to sell
the locomotive. Interest in the Quinsippi Island development had waned to the point where the little Q steam
train was sold off along with its track and buildings, as well as the Sky Ride.
Businessman J. L Wade of Griggsville offered to buy it and move it to his plant just south of the town.
Wade’s company manufactured metal bird houses for Purple Martins. He wanted to develop a tourist center to
be known as Purple Martin Junction. He was banking on the quick completion of the central Illinois
Expressway (I72). That simply did not happen due to some Nimbys and fussing over the dual bridge crossing of
the Illinois River. The argument concerned Bald Eagles which wintered along the Illinois where the crossing
was planned. It should be noted that when construction of those bridges actually began the eagles would perch
on the super-structure and watch the river for fish. They didn’t worry at all about the noise going on around
them. To this day there are even increased numbers of adult birds wintering at the site and the twin spans are
known as “The Eagles Bridges”.
What also brings this about was the chance to go through some of the railroad memorabilia collected by
the late Kermit Kleinfelter of Pittsfield. Kermit was an avid railroad fan particularly about the Wabash or the Q.
He was a member of the Wabash Historical Society.
His son-in-law C. W. Rousch contacted me to see if I could give the family an idea about the value of
his collection. Gary Roe and I spent several hours there one Saturday prior to an estate auction. He did have a
collection worth some value. Among the items were pictures and detailed notes about #3007’s move to
Griggsville. In addition I had covered that movement when I worked for WGEM.
Kermit was an engineer (not railroad) and had the engineer’s mind for details. In addition he was a
friend of J L Wade which gave him excellent access the movement process.
The move took place from March 31st to April 18th 1980. Kermit kept a day by day account of the move.
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Pictured here is Kermit Kleinfelter (left)
and J. L. Wade (right) standing next to the
locomotive after workers had removed it
from it’s fenced in location near the river.
I’m sorry but I don’t remember how long
the snap-track sections totaled, but
apparently from the following it must have
been substantial.
What follows are Kermit’s notes on
the move.
Monday March 31st 1980. Laid first
sections of track. Delford Ted Tooley,
Foremen of the track gang.
Tuesday April 1st, laid additional sections
of track. To begin moving engine April 2nd.
Wednesday
April
2nd,
Additional
preparations to move engine. Began first
move at 9:30AM. Moved to end of laid
track. Thursday April 3rd, track removed
and re-laid to bridge (Bay Bridge).
Friday April 4th Moved engine to end of
re-laid track near west end of bay bridge
and track removed. April 7th began laying
track over bay bridge. April 8th finished
laying track across Bay Bridge.
Editors note. This was a fairly slow
process. At WGEM News we decided only
to cover the main events like the first
move, crossing the Bay Bridge and easing
it around a tight curve to be coupled to an
engine for the trip to West Quincy.
I did not get copies of the pictures showing
the final part of the move from the park to
Burlington Northern track.
I do remember and this picture confirms that J. L.
Wade practically lived with the engine and track
crews during the process. He should have been
concerned since he only paid a few thousand dollars
for the engine.
That’s Wade at left. The sectional track curves to
the right and ends just to the back of the fellow in
the dark jacket who I believe he was foreman. You
can also tell they were using 39 foot sections of
track if you look close at the joiner plates.
April 9th, finished laying track across Bay Bridge
April 10th it rained. Moved engine across
Bridge
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Editors note: Anyone who knew J. L. Wade new he was something of a showman. His efforts to turn
Griggsville into the Purple Martin capitol of the world had a definite affect on the town. There were Purple
Martin houses everywhere. From two story apartment complexes that could house 16 bird families to the huge
Purple Martin tower in the town center with literally hundreds.
In addition he had what was said to be the best collections of bird paintings by John James Audubon
outside the Metropolitan Museum of art in New York City. He also had one of the largest collections of railroad
memorabilia. Hank Murray and I had a chance of go through it and it was breath taking.
He knew exactly when to take advantage of the media.
No that is not J L astride the front of
3007, but Kermit wrote this in his notes.
J. L. Wade rode the engine across Bay
Bridge. Many spectators in attendance.
Some spectators expected the bridge to
fail and the engine to topple into the bay.
April 11th removed track from bridge to
parking lot at east side of bridge.
Kermit missed nothing.
April 14th Snow, Nothing done.
April 15th Laid track toward BN service
track. (Track off main bridge to yard.)
Editors note; this is how they moved the
engine off the island. They would place
this truck at the end of the sections of track
and secure it so the truck wouldn’t move.
Then they would winch the engine forward
a foot at a time. Remember there weren’t
any brakes on the locomotive. If it began
rolling too fast the only thing that would
stop it was the wrecker and that was not a
sure thing.
April 15th (continued) sharp curve. Started
moving engine. Engine de-railed at
2:30PM. (Front wheels of lead truck). I
was there and she had already squealed as
she went around that curve.
April 16: Re-railed engine. Laid track connected to BN service track. BN track disconnected and one end flared
out to meet laid (sectional) track. Engine moved onto BN service track and disconnected BN track re-connected.
BN engine #533 coupled to #3007 at 1:45PM. Engineer Sam Skillman. Towed to West Quincy parked at depot.
Thursday April 17: Engine #3007 transferred to N&W at 2:30PM and started for Hannibal on BN track ( NW
has trackage rights on BN Hannibal to Quincy. #3007 transferred from BN track to NW track on Levee Siding
south of Mississippi River Bridge. Towed to East Hannibal IL by NW engine #4144. Crew on 4144 Engineer
Charles Hendricks. Others unknown. Waited at East Hannibal for train from Bluffs to pick up the engine.
Started toward Griggsville at 7:20PM. Inspected at Hulls, inspected at Hadley. Arrived at Griggsville at
9:30PM. Engine parked on north service track at west switch.
Friday April 18th; NW train (from Bluffs)engine #1354 with crew: Conductor Dave Jones, Head Brakeman
Richard Francis, rear brakeman Larry Meredith, Conductor Bill Mead. Coaches moved from Purple Martin
Junction to passing track. Engine #3007 moved from north service track to siding or south service track.
Engine derailed close to main on siding. Re-railed; moved toward junction 2:45Pm. De-railed at last curve.
Too sharp for engine. Moved through curve on blocks. BN crew in attendance. Drivers on blocks for 75 feet.
Parked at 4:20PM. Ceremonies immediately following. Free Pepsi and 10 cent hot dogs available.
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At some time in these last lines the coaches must have been moved back from service track because the
accompanying pictures show the engine in the lead.
I remember going through the
coaches. They were loaded with art work of
birds and stuffed birds. One car contained
some of his bird houses and a description of
how they were made.
Of course the time came when J L
felt the Junction was not going to be a real
draw so he sold the engine to an outfit in
Washington IA. They planned to use it as a
static display while they ran tourist trips
with other equipment. You know that #3007
now is at the Illinois Railway Museum near
Rockford and they are restoring it to
operating status, or at least they hope to.
I can only say a great thanks to the family of Kermit Kleinfelter for allowing me to use these pictures
and information. At one point in the early history of the QSME we tried to take on the task of cosmetically
restoring the engine. It was too much for us even though the Park District was going to buy the paint.

End Markers
This is an 80 ton GE. #6 is
owned by the city of Jasper IN.
and operates at the Indiana
Railroad Museum at French
Lick. It has 16 miles of track
but currently only operates 10.
The museum is located one
mile north of French Lick.
It currently boasts a
roster of over 65 pieces of
rolling stock and engines, with
a paid staff of 9 and over 350
members and 60 volunteers.
Thanks to Jeremy Bubb
for this picture and information.

The club will operate on Fridays in October, and resume regular operating sessions the Friday following
open house.
We will hold a work session this Saturday October 13th at 1:00PM we plan to paint some of the
background plain blue to cover the water marks and dirt.
Don’t forget the cleanup sessions Tuesday and Wednesday before open house November 6th and 7th and
setting up November 9th.
Open house is Saturday and Sunday November 10th and 11th from noon to 5:00PM. It would be a good
idea to show up about 11:00AM for any last minute work.
See you then and remember = Model Railroading Is Fun!
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